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Society Awards is responsible for producing the most iconic awards in the entertainment industry in addition to the best deal 
toys in the financial services industry. 

Pictured above are some of the prestigious awards we make. When you want to impress your client with top notch presenta-
tion and prestige, we are the only partner to consider. There is intrinsic value in a deal gift created by the brand known for 
creating works of art for the most famous business titans and movie stars. 

Pictured above (left to right): AFTA Koons, David Yurman x ACM, AAFA American Image Awards, CFDA, MTV Fandom, VMA 
Moon Person, Movie & TV, DWTS Mirrorball, NATAS Emmy, Golden Globes, AMA, iHeartRadio, VH1 Hip Hop Honors, 
Billboard Music Awards.





Society Awards is a renowned company that specializes in 
creating high-quality, elegant awards and recognition products 
for various industries. Founded in 2007, Society Awards has a reputation for producing 
stunning and sophisticated awards that are designed to celebrate and recognize achieve-
ment. Society Awards is known for creating a wide range of awards, including deal toys and 
financial tombstones for the financial industry, as well as awards for the entertainment industry, 
such as the Emmy Awards, the YouTube Play Buttons, and the MTV Video Music Awards.





When choosing a deal toy vendor, there are several important factors to consider.

By considering these factors, you can choose a deal toy vendor that meets your specific 
needs and budget, and that produces high-quality, memorable keepsakes to celebrate 
and commemorate your significant financial transactions.

Quality
Look for a vendor that uses high-quality materials and has a reputation for craftsmanship and attention to detail.
Customization
Consider a vendor that offers customization options to create a unique and personalized deal toy that reflects 
the specific details and significance of the transaction.
Customer Service
Choose a vendor with a track record of excellent customer service. They should be responsive, helpful, and 
willing to work with you to ensure your satisfaction.
Reputation
Look for a vendor with a good reputation in the industry.
Lead Time
Consider the lead time for production and delivery when choosing a vendor. Make sure to allow enough time 
for the vendor to produce and deliver the deal toys before the closing date or presentation date.





For project inquiries or questions, reach us at (646) 290-7448 ext. 900 
or dealgifts@societyawards.com

We love creating unexpected objects infused with our brand flair. As with 
any piece of work that emerges from our studio, our latest gift is of the 
highest design and craftsmanship. To accomplish this project, our skilled 
designers were provided the freedom to be creative. The brief was 
simple: design something that is useful, beautiful, and desirable. We 
wanted this to be an object that, like our deal toys and trophies, 
people are proud to put on their desk. The result is a letter opener 
with an intriguing dagger silhouette. The sharp point makes it allur-
ing in its perceived danger, and yet the object is recognizable as 
a letter opener. The design merges old world elegance with punk 
rocker style and our luxury craftsmanship. It is an artful object 
and a perfect encapsulation of the Society Awards viewpoint.




